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Keeping the American Dream in
America
by: Debin Ray, MBA

I

Foundation

n today’s competitive UAS environment business
leaders are faced with the important question
of whether to outsource parts or all of their
manufacturing. Leaders are faced with incredible
pricing pressure from Asia. While at the same time,
the need to keep jobs in the USA is always rising.
How do we build our companies to not only offer
competitive pricing, but keep all jobs and manufacturing

in the USA?

I am fortunate enough to lead Desert Rotor, a
ground control station manufacturer located in
Scottsdale, Arizona. We founded Desert Rotor on
the principles of designing powerful UAS technology, creating a positive culture and containing our
complete operations within the USA. We focused
on a number of key strategies that are helping us
achieve these goals.

Financing-Startup

First, the founders focused on how the company
and product development should be initially funded. Since we wanted to determine success on our
terms, we funded the company with income from
our previous careers. We also achieved a strong
client to help with initial prototyping and startup
costs. By bootstrapping, which is solely using client
revenues to build the business organically, we were
able to design a product on our terms and not deal
with the short-term pressures from outside investors. This pressure can force a business leader to
start outsourcing functions too early and unnecessarily.

Design & Manufacturing

We found product design to be a major factor in determining whether it’s feasible to keep operations in the
USA. If the product is designed with quality and scalability in mind it can dramatically decrease the need
for additional labor. If product assembly workflows
are quick and easy the need for higher paid technical
assemblers decreases. If the product is designed to the

highest quality standards possible the need for technical support reduces dramatically as well. Designing a
superior product with low overhead helped us position
our company competitively and allowed us to grow
operations wholly in the USA.
Desert Rotor leverages a variety of Arizona based companies to help create and build all our sub-assemblies.
By outsourcing locally we receive our high quality
sub-assemblies and superior service. We’d rather pay a
little more for support than trying to call numbers in
China that go unanswered.

Staffing
As mentioned, labor costs are major point that usually
comes up when discussing manufacturing overseas.
The typical belief is that if you don’t manufacture
overseas, pricing to consumers would be dramatically
higher. We believe this to be a faulty narrative at Desert
Rotor. There are countless other ways to lower costs
and manage pricing, while paying our local employees

fairly. The executive staff can reduce lavish expenses,
design out manufacturing steps, and streamlining production which can all reduce massive costs.

Client Feedback
We are fortunate to have clients and relationships with
leaders throughout the UAS Industry. Our clients will
directly tell us they are willing to pay more for quality, functionality, support and the product being fully
manufactured in the USA. Our positioning allows us
to still offer competitive pricing and gain solid profit
margins.

Future-Closing
As American professionals we have the responsibility to ensure no stone is left unturned when creating
strategies to help keep jobs and businesses in the USA.
As we all continue the pursuit of the ‘American Dream’,
let’s do our best to keep that ‘Dream in America’ with
strategies that make us an even greater nation.

Skydio + Axon: The Next Phase for Public Safety
Intelligence

T

he development of drone technology in the
last decade has provided public safety agencies with increased flexibility in support
of first responder operations. This is significant
because of the almost 18,000 police agencies in the
US, fewer than 200 have crewed aviation capabilities. Drones allow first responders everywhere to
quickly achieve situational awareness with minimal
risk to personnel, while adding a new aerial perspective for digital evidence collection.
To further advance mainstream adoption of drone
technology and to unlock their full potential in
the public safety sector, we recently announced a
strategic partnership with Axon, the global leader
in connected public safety technologies.

Axon is now the primary reseller of Skydio’s products for public safety agencies, bringing the power
of autonomous drones closer to first responders
than ever before. Both the Skydio 2 and Skydio X2
platforms are now available for sale through Axon
Air.

In the coming months we will release an end-toend solution that will enable law enforcement
agencies to complement the intelligence gathered
by existing body camera sensors on the ground
with aerial imagery and footage collected by Skydio’s next-generation drones. Smarter drones
powered by autonomous flight technology will
lead to faster response times, increased situational
awareness and higher quality data for evidentiary
purposes. Those same drones integrated with the
Axon platform will provide command staff access to
live-streamed footage from both ground and aerial
perspectives, helping them build and maintain a
more comprehensive picture of the scene. They will
also provide agencies with an easy way to manage
and share evidentiary imagery from drones in the
same way they do today with body camera footage.
Ultimately, the Skydio mission to make the world
a safer place with autonomous drones is nicely
aligned to Axon’s mission to protect life, meaning
the two companies are joining forces to ensure that
everyone in the public safety community gets home
safe.

But before we dive into greater detail, let’s explore
some of the key reasons why we see public safety
agencies struggle to scale drone programs, which
are the same reasons why we are primed to deliver
tremendous value through this partnership.

Drones should assist the
mission, not become one

Despite the clear advantages that drones bring, current solutions dominated by manual drones suffer
from some fundamental shortcomings that make
them complicated to operate and resource-intensive to scale. Public safety agencies need tools that
can become true force multipliers, instead of wasting valuable resources on them that detract from
the mission to keep communities safe.

High operating complexity

The type of obstacle-dense environments that
characterize the majority of first responder missions impose intense cognitive loads on the pilots,
who need to focus on the job while trying, many
times unsuccessfully, to operate the drone in the

safest way possible to prevent them from crashing.
In contrast, Skydio autonomous drones, equipped
with complete obstacle avoidance, turn any first
responder into an expert pilot.

Heavy training requirements

Due to this complexity, agencies must take significant countermeasures to minimize the risk of
crashes, spending a great deal of time and money
training their people how to fly drones. For sUAS
programs dominated by manual drones, hiring,
training, and retaining qualified pilots can consume
up to 80% of the overall budget.

Skydio drones require minimal training to fly safely,
which means a big reduction in both time and dollars invested on formal pilot training.

Environmental limitations

Manual drones require reliable GPS readings to
maintain stable flight. As a result, missions located in GPS-denied environments, typical in Search

and Rescue missions, are often off-limits. Pilots are
forced to maintain long standoff distances from
their objectives, at the expense of data quality or
altogether completing the mission.
Weber County Search and Rescue (UT) used the
Skydio 2 to provide overwatch for a rescue team
retrieving an injured hiker with a broken femur.
The pilot said “Skydio 2 was perfect for this mission as I didn’t have to worry about trees or hitting
anything as I followed the extraction out of the
canyon.”

Unlocking the full potential of
public safety drones

There are a growing number of agencies that believe in Skydio’s autonomous drones. In a recent DRONERESPONDERS poll, 11% of public safety agencies
included Skydio drones in their fleets. It’s clear that
many agencies are reconsidering the future of their
programs, realizing that the opportunity cost of
relying on manual operations long-term is too high.
As Burlington PD (MA) can attest, having a trustworthy drone that can reliably fly below the treeline
and out of view, while still safely navigating around
obstacles to complete the mission is incredibly valuable. They recently had success using the Skydio 2 to
help resolve a five hour standoff between a barricaded gunman and the department’s SWAT team, where
obstacle avoidance played a critical role. Police offi-

cer Sage Costa had this to say about the event:

“The Skydio 2 was instrumental in bringing about a
safe and successful resolution to a 5 1/2 hour barricaded gunman call. [...] Another agency with a highly
touted drone unit was ineffective because they could not
navigate through the obstacles to get close enough to the
windows.”
Unlocking the full potential of public safety drones
There are a growing number of agencies that believe in Skydio’s autonomous drones. In a recent DRONERESPONDERS poll, 11% of public safety agencies
included Skydio drones in their fleets. It’s clear that
many agencies are reconsidering the future of their
programs, realizing that the opportunity cost of
relying on manual operations long-term is too high.
As Burlington PD (MA) can attest, having a
trustworthy drone that can reliably fly below the
treeline and out of view, while still safely navigating
around obstacles to complete the mission is incredibly valuable. They recently had success using
the Skydio 2 to help resolve a five hour standoff
between a barricaded gunman and the department’s SWAT team, where obstacle avoidance
played a critical role. Police officer Sage Costa had
this to say about the event: “The Skydio 2 was
instrumental in bringing about a safe and successful resolution to a 5 1/2 hour barricaded gunman
call. [...] Another agency with a highly touted drone

unit was ineffective because they could not navigate through the obstacles to get close enough to the
windows.”

For agencies that have been craving to use Skydio
drones as part of the network of interconnected devices that Axon offers, they won’t have to wait much
longer. The joint roadmap will seamlessly integrate Skydio drones with Axon Air, Axon Evidence, and
Axon Respond, bringing a paradigm shift in how
agencies leverage drones for situational awareness
and evidence management.

Live streaming
for real-time
situational
awareness

Autonomy has become
critical to scalable and
meaningful public safety
drone operations. At the heart of autonomous flight
is a massive reduction in both the cognitive and
environmental limitations that exist with manual
drones today, which in turn leads to a reduction in
the training burden.
Thanks to Skydio’s breakthrough autonomy, more
first responders, not just those with significant
training, are capable of collecting actionable intelligence, getting closer to structures to see more
without fear of crashing, and reaching places that
other drones simply can’t.

The future solution will further streamline how
agencies leverage the aerial intelligence of autonomous drones alongside that captured by body
cameras on the ground to gain real-time situational
awareness. Future integration with Axon Respond
for Devices will make it possible for command center staff to get access to the livestream feed from
the Skydio fleet in the same simple way that they
already do today with body cameras.

Automated media upload for
seamless digital evidence
management
Many public safety agencies today are already
using Skydio’s highly reliable data as an additional
source of truth for evidence management via Axon
Evidence, uploading images and footage manually
using the drone’s SD cards. Our future integration
with Axon Air will further enhance their evidence
collection capabilities by enabling seamless automated media uploads. Skydio imagery and video will be easily manageable and shareable for
agencies, coexisting
alongside corresponding body camera
video in Axon’s digital
evidence management
system, Axon Evidence.

Incident scene reconstructions will also experience a massive boost
thanks to the ability to
use Axon Evidence as a
system of record to manage the photogrammetry data collected by Skydio
3D Scan™. By normalizing the ability to generate
high-fidelity 3D models of any scene or structure
with minimal societal impact, Skydio and Axon together are ready to alter the meaning of evidentiary
data.
If you are ready to join the next phase for public
safety intelligence and want to learn more about
our joint solution, don’t hesitate to contact us.

GETTING YOUR PROTOTYPE INTO
INTERNATIONAL MARKETS WILL
DRIVE SALES
The ATA Carnet or “Merchandise
Passport” reduces costs and makes
clearing customs easier when marketing,
demonstrating, or selling overseas.

C

ommercial opportunities for the small unmanned systems industry may be more
viable overseas than in the U.S. at this time.
Regulations persistently undergoing review have
stop-started the industry from expanding with
many positive applications for commercial use.
Though agriculture, military, and surveying currently dominate use in the U.S., additional opportunities remain on hold.

The ATA Carnet is an internationally accepted customs document for temporarily exported merchandise, goods, or professional equipment. It allows
cross border movement of goods import-duty and
-tax free into 87+ carnet countries and territories
for up to a year. The ATA Carnet is known as “The
Merchandise Passport” or “Passport for Goods”. It
can serve as the Certificate of Registration (CBP
4455) allowing goods re-entry into the U.S. duty
free.
ATA Carnets are commonly used to explore an
export avenue with a prospective customer. They
provide the entrée for you to “demo” your UAV or
fleet as well as the operating systems. By using an
ATA Carnet to get your product across borders import-duty and -tax free, you save money, and your
prospect can see and feel the capabilities of your
product on their own turf. There is no substitute
for it.

International markets are eager
for innovative quality vehicles and
operating systems.

Exploring options overseas where regulations are
less restrictive is a viable way to increase your sales
and grow. Businesses, startups, and service companies can take advantage of prospective customers
in other countries with temporary exportation of
your prototypes. Temporary exportation is easy
and affordable with the use of an ATA Carnet. “ATA”
is a French/English acronym meaning “admission
temporaire/temporary admission”.

The best place to start is with
boomerang carnets®.
Boomerang carnets® recognized the limitations
put on the commercial small unmanned systems
industry years ago and quickly introduced ATA
Carnets to show, exhibit, demonstrate or compete
internationally easily and affordably. We have
been in business for over 30 years and issue thou-

sands of carnets yearly for temporary exportation
of equipment and merchandise for clients ranging from individuals to Fortune 100 corporations
across all business, government, educational, and
cultural sectors.

The ATA Carnet can help seal the deal in
international markets.

One of Boomerang’s Colorado-based clients has
used ATA Carnets to grow their business for the
past 15 years with Boomerang! They manufacture scientific measurement equipment and use
ATA Carnets to exhibit and conduct demos of their
equipment in international markets. Not only did
ATA Carnets increase their sales and grow the business, but their brand also grew globally.
“It has definitely been a helpful tool in making our
demos and trade shows a success and helps us gain
prospective new customers. They really like the
fact that they can put our products to the test in
their own environments before the final purchase.
The carnet has been a very big part of growing our
customer base in the Pacific Rim as well as gaining
a bigger presence in Europe.”
ATA Carnets are the future.

Matternet, Inc., is one of the winners of the 2020
Silicon Valley Robotics Industry Awards for Commercialization. It is awarded to companies in
recognition of outstanding technology and business
strategy for the successful application of robotics
that has earned more than $1 million USD. Their

unmanned aerial transportation systems helped
COVID relief efforts including delivering prescriptions to one of the largest retirement communities
in the U.S. Matternet uses ATA Carnets to demo
and test drone technology in the global market
while avoiding payment of import-duty and -tax.
As a result, today in Switzerland their drones are
transporting samples between hospitals, labs, and
universities.

The ATA Carnet is a flexible trade tool.

The carnet cost is a fraction of the cost of import-duty and -tax. If you should sell any of the
temporarily exported goods overseas it is important to call Boomerang and we will guide you
through that process which includes payment of
import-duty and -tax.
Using an ATA Carnet to ship exhibit booths and
demonstration equipment to international trade
shows and exhibitions are another use of this flexible international trade tool. Product samples for
display or demonstration are not taxable or dutiable with an ATA Carnet and return with you when
the event is over.
The benefits of ATA Carnets can level the playing
field. SMEs, individuals, entrepreneurs, artists,
start-ups can all compete with the “big” guys because the document’s purpose is to promote exports. Take advantage of the benefits of ATA Carnets no matter your place in the small, unmanned
vehicle/systems industry. You can grow and expand with the use of an ATA Carnet.
Boomerang’s Carnet Specialists and Customer
Service and Sales Reps provide expert customer
service. We are here to assist you 24/7, just call
the Carnet Helpline® 1-800-ATA-2900. Also, if
you decide to ship your drones, equipment, goods,
or merchandise by cargo, Boomerang has freight
forwarder partners who can deliver your carnet, as
well as handle your freight.

Aviation And The Politics Of Wishing

by: Patrcik Egan

D

oes the AAA/UAM recipe for success include
jettisoning the droners?

I'm going to give it to you straight cause I like you,
and I care about our domestic aerospace ecosystem. I have some advice and suggestions for those
that hope for a fighting chance at the purported $3
trillion Jetsonian success story. The advice is free,
so take it for what it is worth, way more than FARM
DRONES! Decouple and run from the BestBuy
drone fliers. The FAA UASIO and earlier iteration
UAPO have, after almost 30 years, been ineffectual
and incapable of integrating 251-gram drones into
the US NAS. That is despite a Congressional mandate for full integration in September of 2015, 16
years of industry standards work, and hardcore
cajoling from legacy and upstart DoD vendors.

I would suggest looking to Light-Sport Aircraft
(LSA) as an example of what can be accomplished
by industry SME's with a pile of money, motivation,
and some politically connected friends. Historically,
Droners are held to higher safety standards than
just a level equivalent with GA or even LSA as was
demanded by the AOPA. We have heard for years
that one accident involving drones could stop the
whole show. Meanwhile, the LSA accident rate
overall = 29.80/100,000 hrs., and fatality rate of
5/100,000 hrs., and that dying show is still on the

road! Remember, the RC hobbyist went under the
bus for much less. Whatever you do, don't let them
sell you that hogwarsh that LSA isn't commercial as
they charge money for instruction. For drones, one
dollar or in-kind service/gifts constituted commercial operations! I know it constitutes an "equivalent
level" slip, but who doesn't love a double standard?
ASTM F38 kickoff in 2005, we droners got the
Rah-Rah F35 (Light-Sport Aircraft) speech on how
industry standards fast-tracked the savior of the
American General Aviation industry. I was there,
man! So was Earl Lawrence, and I'm sure he knew
better about giving people advice about type certification and what all that entails. Or maybe, it was
just a cunning off-ramp plan that was affected upon
people who have an aversion to the small print,
technical document reading, or the realities of running an airline?
The whole deal has pretty much gone pear-shaped
in my estimation; however, it is miles above what
we got in Unmanned. The Light-Sport Aircraft cost
a boatload of money, the Chinese own many of the
companies, and the safety numbers are terrible.
The numbers are so bad that a memo should go
inter-agency suggesting that the safety of the NAS
platitude should be judicially used until we can
bring that standards group calamity under control.

I'm not even going down the Robinson Road as that
would add another five or six hundred words to an
already belabored point. The GA guys have no room
to snicker as the fatality numbers are headed up
and not down.
There is also the commercial space (no, not real-estate) fallback if the safety numbers for LSA are
too hard of a sell for you and your associates. Get
together as a group, write up some plausible goals
and aims, and finally commission some scientific
research supporting what we're up to this point,
just outlandish and whimsical claims. Whatever
you do, do not waste all of your political capital and
goodwill on the notion that you will be able to con
these beguiled representatives into risking their lucrative public careers on your feelings and the best
of intentions. Pitchmen wearing board shorts and flipflops are also a bad idea. I know it should go without
saying, but we have some slow learners in our midst.
Be realistic with your goals; Philosophia Naturalis is a
cruel and remorseless old foe. Our current technology
readiness levels will be hard-pressed to make all of the
caviar dreams come true, and technology may be the
easy part in the near term.
Be realistic with your financial forecasts; padding the
numbers by 10 to 20 percent is expected, but hitting
the Silicon Valley valuation bong may produce numbers that eclipse other forms of existing means of
transportation with developed infrastructure in value. I've seen a few trillion thrown around, and even
the BestBuy fanbois aren't buying that crazy talk. It
will not take as long as you think for intelligent (and
or sober) people to see through the con. If you don't

believe me, all you have to do is look at AUVSI and the
laughingstock they have become. Who remembers the
one-dollar last-mile delivery estimate, ROTFLMAO!
#typecertification
Think incrementally; do not try to eat the whole
whale sandwich on rye in one bite. Maybe start off
with "pay"-load like cargo. Burritos appear to be all of
the rage, so perhaps you too can fly the mole` skies?
I would much rather lose a holy load of burritos in a
lithium chemistry fire than chance a passenger that
has left behind plaintiffs that will hire the proverbial
kennel full of shysters to sue the pants off of those even
remotely associated with this get rich scheme. Also,
why I mention emulating the commercial space advocacy as the fallback plan. The classification of "participant" put a heat shield in-between the insurance
industry and liability. This fallback is only valid until
the first group of "participants" gets roasted on reentry.
I don't care what they tell you in the Best Buy drone
aisle; space travel is hard.
Follow @theDroneDealer on Twitter

Iridium Global Line of Sight
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Build or Buy Solutions that Enable “Line of Sight”
Everywhere on the Planet
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www.iridium.com/UAV

Iridium Global Line of SightSM Services –
Build or Buy?

A

s the only truly global communications
network, Iridium® allows companies,
organizations, and governments to stay
connected to their remotely piloted vehicles in
the air, on land, and at sea. With Iridium Global
Line of Sight services, autonomous solutions are
always within “line of sight” no matter where they
go, simplifying integration and deployment while
creating efficiencies in any operation.

This unique capability enables innovative solutions
without geographic limitations. It is particularly
useful for remote package delivery, autonomous
transportation, Unmanned Aircraft System Traffic
Management (UTM), disaster assessment, search
& rescue, environmental and climate monitoring,
scientific research, global network based remoteID, remote inspections and more. Whether you
need a flight-ready solution or are looking to
develop your own, Iridium makes it easy for you to
get started with a dedicated account team, world
class partners, and developer kits that put you in
control.
Build Your Own Solution

Iridium’s Developer Program gives you the tools
and support to help you customize a solution that
fits the needs of your operation and complement
existing communications links. Iridium Global
Line of Sight solutions are developed around
small, lightweight, and low-power transceivers,

allowing you to optimize operations and unlock
new revenue opportunities. These Iridium core
technology components can be integrated with
existing or new cellular systems for a hybrid
approach, or as an exclusively satellite-based
service for remote operations. Regardless of the
solution you want to create, Iridium’s decades of
experience working with partners to develop and
deploy new technologies will help bring your vision
to life and new products to the market.
Buy Pre-Built Hardware and Solutions
Many Iridium partners have developed Global Line
of Sight solutions utilizing Iridium’s small-form
factor transceivers to support the connectivity
needs of autonomous systems. One example is
partner Swoop Aero, who delivers vaccines and
medical supplies in remote parts of the world
through Iridium Connected® drones. Another, Flylogix,
utilizes Iridium Global Line of Sight capabilities
to transform remote operations and their Iridium
Connected drones gather data on offshore oil
and gas emissions, survey seas, help respond to
oil spills, and offer inspections and emissions
measurement. Boreal’s Iridium Connected UAVs,
with the support from Iridium partner Atmosphere,
allow the ReNovRisk program to gather weather
data instrumental for understanding the cyclone
phenomenon and related hazards in order to make

populations and territories less vulnerable to
extreme weather. These are just a few of the diverse
Iridium Connected solutions enabling Global Line
of Sight to solve problems around the world.
As the UAV market continues to grow, we can
expect the demand for autonomous capabilities
to expand across many industries. With this in
mind, it is critical for technology companies and

developers to understand that “beyond line of
sight” is only scratching the surface. No corner of
the world is off limits making truly global coverage
more important than ever before.
To connect the dots and discover whether to build
or buy an Iridium Global Line of Sight solution,
visit: www.iridium.com/UAV
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Skyfish - Photogrammetry Out-of-the-Box for
Drones

by: Dr. Orest Pilskalns

P

hotogrammetry is the science of leveraging
photography to create precise surveys, maps
and 3D reality models of any natural or manmade large/critical infrastructure.

Photogrammetry is a process that uses sophisticated algorithms to extract the exact, minute, detailed
features from thousands of photos, correlates and
triangulates these features, then warps and stitches
the photos seamlessly into high fidelity 3D reality
models. The result is an exact life-like replication,
or “digital twin” of the target infrastructure, which
allows for you and your entire team to share and
view the 3D infrastructure model as if you were
on-site. It’s a little like instantly creating your own
custom and perfect 3D model computer game of
your cell tower, land mass, bridge, dam, roadway,
railway, wind turbine, or oil rig as examples. The 3D
model is so detailed you can measure the thickness
of steel or the length of a cable to a centimeter of
accuracy, inside the model. Photogrammetry capable drone technology is essential for anyone who
needs to understand or re-create large 3D infrastructural objects for engineering use cases.
The factors affecting photogrammetry are in the
hundreds; sensor, sensor integration, lighting,
gimbal construction, and being able to correct data
using IMUs are only some. Meta-data is as critical
as the photographic data, Skyfish understands this,
thus has developed several secretive sub systems
and algorithms that only deal with collecting, managing, and correlating meta-data. Other approaches often forget to collect meta-data that might be
used in the machine learning phase and only focus
on the 3D reconstruction. Attempting to conduct
photogrammetry and produce a 3D model using
partial solutions from multiple companies that are

not designed together as a system will never produce a satisfying result. Remember that you cannot
replace good data with advanced post-rendering
algorithms and machine learning -- if you don’t collect good data, enough data, and the right data, you
won’t have a good model.
Skyfish stands in a special lane as a truly end-toend drone platform that is 3D modeling capable.

The Skyfish autonomous work drone platform,
is built for photogrammetry and uses a unique
approach rendering 3D reality models by tightly
controlling the process. We take care of everything
necessary to produce a high fidelity 3D reality model. Our drone photogrammetry system is designed
to collect the best data for rendering and filter out
the garbage data in real-time. The result is a crystal
clear 3D reality model, trusted for management,
engineering, and operational decisions.
Skyfish’s process is scalable, it’s all autonomous,
and it’s out-of-the-box. This means being able to
set your drone on the ground, point at your target
infrastructure on a map, and say “scan this” via a
touch screen controller. Next, our onboard computer, Skymind, figures out how we are going to
fly around the target, avoid all obstacles, collect
the right data, land the drone, and upload the data
to our system and allow the rendering process to
complete. And voila, customers have an engineering-grade accurate, perfect digital twin rendering of
their large infrastructure to share with the project
team.
Every vertical market has unique requirements.
The cell tower or wind turbine industry is going
to use a much different data capture approach
than the mining industry. Since Skyfish controls

the full stack we can change almost any aspect of
the system. For example, when traversing a tower
compound the scanning process is generally done
at lower speed, thus the collision avoidance system
can be customized to see smaller objects at shorter
distances. In the mining arena, it’s critical to traverse large swaths of land at higher speeds thus the
system can benefit from longer range sensors. In
addition, the tools for specifying the data capture
area will be quite different. From hardware to soft-

ware Skyfish can easily configure the right solution.
Often this means simplifying the user experience
by focusing on what is necessary to complete the
job. Systems that are not customized, often have
too many buttons and options, that often lead to
unsatisfying outcomes. Skyfish is focused on safety
and precision, because that’s what our customers
need. Visit www.skyfish.ai to find your customized
solution today.

An Update on Drones & Public Safety
ness. The 2020 Study also identified more than 17
public safety use cases. It’s safe to say that drones
provide critical information and hazards that
cannot be seen from the ground. In the past, larger
agencies would utilize helicopters but drones can
fly in weather conditions when helicopters cannot
and at a much lower cost per hour. Drones can be
seen as an equalizer for overwatch for those agencies that cannot afford a helicopter.

by: Charles Werner

D

rones are being deployed more
than ever before by public safety
agencies in the U.S. In late 2020,
DRONERESPONDERS documented over
2900 public safety agencies (including COA
listings to 2017 and Part 107) with drone
programs and estimate another one thousand agencies yet to be identified. Based
on the DRONERESPONDERS Spring 2020
Survey, law enforcement led the public
safety agencies at 42%, fire service at 38%,
emergency management at 12% and other
(including SAR, EMS, etc.) at 8%. Additionally, the numbers of public safety agencies
either starting new programs or exploring
is increasing significantly. In 2021, DRONERESPONDERS has partnered with NASA
AMES and ESRI to create a nationwide
public safety drone program database and
map that will enable networking, sharing best practices, communicating safety
issues and identifying deployable assets to
respond major incidents and disasters.
The reason that drone programs are being
widely adopted is because drones enhance
safety, increase operational effectiveness
and provide real time situational aware-

The use cases identified in the Study include but
are not limited to structure fires, wildfires, hazmat
incidents, lost persons searches, water rescues,
beach/surf operations, patrol for water predators
(sharks, alligators, crocodiles, etc.), special event
overwatch, civil unrest monitoring, SWAT/active
shooter/hostage situations, suspect apprehension,
indoor clearing of rooms, suspicious packages/
bomb threats, incident scene forensics, traffic crash

construction, damage assessment, COVID19 and
more. The number of use cases continue to expand
as public safety agencies explore new ways to utilize drones.
COVID19 has impacted everyone and every public
safety agency. However, the 2020 Study also revealed that the pandemic has fortunately not had
a measurable negative affect on drone programs.
Most public safety agencies surveyed planned to
purchase one or more drones by the end of 2020.
That trend seems to be continuing into 2021. New
technologies, coming out of COVID and the opportunity for in-person events gives a promising
outlook for 2021.

About DRONERESPONDERS – DRONERESPONDERS.org is the leading and award winning nonprofit program working to advance the public safety
drone ecosystem by enabling drones for good,
countering drones for bad and engaging with air
traffic management. Membership is free and provides access to the largest online Resource Center
with over 600 documents (SOPs, task books, checklists, FAA updates and more). DRONERESPONDERS
has initiated working groups such as Major Cities
WG, a Drone as a First Responder WG, Policy/Legal
WG, Transportation WG, Media WG with more to
come. The second Wednesday of each month at 4
pm EST, DRONERESPONDERS provides a webinar
with live FAA updates with Mike O’Shea including
live Q&A session.
To register, visit: https://bit.ly/3bh80sc
Join today at DRONERESPONDERS.ORG

Pioneering the Trust
Revolution

T

he world is moving toward cyber-physical
systems, such as autonomous vehicles, smart
grids, and other “Internet of Things” devices.
Forbes estimates the global need for cyber-physical
systems will reach $1.2 trillion by 2022.
Cyber-physical systems are poised to change the
world—but currently, no country has a trust infrastructure that allows these new technologies
to be fully integrated into society. Without transparency and accountability, people do not feel safe
with unknown drones, driverless cars, and robots
roaming cities. Trust is the key to the next great
technological revolution. WhiteFox has a reputation
for working tirelessly to promote the successful—
and ethical—adoption of technology into modern
society.
These systems are the next generation of technology, where physical components are deeply intertwined with computer algorithms, the Internet, and
human users.
WISDM

Cyber-physical security is critical to the safe
adoption of this latest generation of technology.
WhiteFox’s unique cyber-physical security system,
WISDM (WhiteFox Integrated Secure Device Manager), uses cryptography and blockchain technology to mathematically identify and track within a
region. This makes the security as trustworthy as
math itself.
WISDM will enable the integration of autonomous
vehicles, drones, and other cutting-edge technologies to be safely integrated into daily life, allowing these innovations to develop faster than ever
before.

Starting off with the most prevalent emerging
cyber-physical device, drones, the WISDM Remote
ID Module provides secure, accurate telemetry data
via internal GPS and sensors that can operate independently or be cryptographically-bound an individual device or simply load the WISDM algorithm
directly into the drone’s firmware.
While the FAA’s Remote ID ruling lays the foundation for safe airspace security practices, WISDM
assures drones’ ability to fly in sensitive airspace
through its tamper-proof identification that differentiates between Trusted and Unverified.

WISDM is truly tamper-proof identification that
differentiates between Trusted/Unverified and
Cooperative/Uncooperative drones. A WISDM
Remote ID Module can make the process of flying in
more restrictive areas easier for Trusted and Cooperative pilots, while the WISDM interface provides
real-time situational awareness of the airspace.
As the premier drone airspace security company,
WhiteFox continues to pioneer the safe integration
of drones into society, keeping the skies open for
responsible pilots and advancing drone technology
for a better world.
To learn more about WhiteFox and WISDM, visit
WhiteFoxDefense.com

Innovating around the boundry layer

T

he integration of a boundary layer control system on quadcopter propellers is a unique approach to improve flight time predictability and
UAV performances.
Boundary layer separation and transition are prevented
thanks to micro slots placed on the leading edge.
Transition and separation control
Transition control is about delaying the transition of
the flow on the blade from a laminar state to a turbulent regime. Drag can be reduced, and lift characteristics improved. Usually, the flow tends to start that transition around 5% chord length in theory. But in actual
conditions, as soon as the air meets the blade leading
edge, flow transition starts.
In some situations, the airflow detaches from the blade
and creates a flow separation state. Drag increases
substantially while the lift is severely reduced. Separation mainly happens while exceeding the critical angle
of attack.
The three main approaches used for boundary layer
control are vortex generators, flow injection, and suction. The latter is the technique of choice for our blade

design.
Vortex generators tend to delay flow separation, but
there is a drag penalty. Flow injection requires power
generation, distribution, actuators that increase the
weight. Flow suction had the same issues. However,
with our proprietary design, there is no weight penalty.
Boundary layer suction
A small amount of fluid is removed from the boundary
layer near the blade skin, which changes the velocity profile. Thus, the growth of the boundary layer is
limited, and its stability is enhanced. The suction flow
rate through the micro-slots is controlled to delay flow
transition and separation.
Performance robustness
Conventional propeller blades are effective at their
design point. However, during off-design flight operations (transient phases experienced during crosswind,
maneuvering, take-off, and landing), the efficiency can
drop significantly. Our tests have found a reduction
of 20 to 50% in efficiency depending on brands. The
graph depicts a comparison between static operation
( laboratory results) and dynamic conditions ( model
extracted from actual conditions) for conventional

propellers.

Our propeller blades with boundary layer control
maintained their effectiveness throughout a large part
of the flight envelope. The performance robustness
leads to better flight time predictability.

Research and development
Our proprietary technology took more than three years
to develop. Thousands of tests and simulations were
carried to fine-tune the micro-slots and blades’ performance.
Structure made of Aerospace grade material
The propeller blades are manufactured with a special
high-impact plastic approved for aerospace applications.

View project at

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/blcpropeller/
drone-propeller-with-boundary-layer-control

